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About This Game

The government has won the cyberwar. Their grasp chokes the citizens of every country as oppression rules the world.

Then a group of hackers carved out an untraceable piece of the cyberspace and created the underground network known as
Neon Valley. Since then, it has become a place where both the good and the bad coexist as the last of the free. And such places

always attract a need for entertainment, thus the Neon Valley colosseum was born.

An online shooter inspired by retrowave and neo-80s. Neon Valley takes an arcade-like route to the shooter genre. With high
score leaderboards based on both skill and style. Fast-paced combat akin to Quake and Unreal Tournament. Game modes such

as floor is lava, obstacle courses and more. Neon Valley is a place where the best come to attain infamy and carve out their
name in the cyberspace.
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Online multiplayer Accessed through the anonymous battle network, users enter the Colosseum to duel it out in a free-for-all
showdown. Style is rewarded highly as well as skills. Your performance is rewarded by anonymous sponsors if you prove to be

efficient and graceful in combat.

Single player challenges The Colosseum automatically adjusts game modes for solo players. From fighting off invader drones,
jumping from obstacle to obstacle over a lava floor to securing data viruses while avoiding a falling sky! The Mainframe holds

additional challenges for unlocking access to the various features in the city.

Health shield system With high damage weapons the users' solace is the shield. Without regenerating health, the shields
provide the safety net to survive the onslaught of the Colosseum.

Agility focused movement for freedom of control. Walljumping, dashing and air control. The user is granted massive mobility
by the battle suits allowing for increased combat efficiency.

Assortment of weapons and gadgets Ranging from Railguns to Grapple hooks, the in-game workshop provides users with a
variety of goods.

Character customization Vizors, shoulder guards, arm guards and more! Style is important in both playstyle and looks. Victors
of the Colosseum or gate challenges are rewarded with character customization access in The Mainframe.

Scoring system & Highscore  Based on skill and style point and a homage to 80s arcade. Users gain more points with ricochet,
gadget assisted kills and more. Reach the high score list, beat the high score list and become renowned.

Retrowave baby! The playlist to keep you in the zone.
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Title: Neon Valley: Revenge
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Daydream Productions
Publisher:
Daydream Productions
Release Date: 28 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 32-bit

Processor: Intel Core i5-4670k 3.40Ghz or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 7800 (2GB VRAM with Shader Model 5.0 or better)

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Will be changed to lower minimum specs after optimization pass post Early Access release

English
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This is the best Pre-Production Plan Tool , If you are looking down the line plan for games and movies, this is the boss! it lives
as it says, very efficient way to work, brain storm, execute , a time saver ! Very Handy for teams or if you are using for indie.
good game and almost free achivments!!. I love this visuals so freaking much.

Also you get to collect panties. 10 out of 10. Best game of 2k19 so far.. It is a short but sweet game.
It shows alot of potential as a full on series, it just needs to be expanded upon.
More abilities or power ups would be a great edition.
Try it!
. Character art is kinda bland, and the playfield lacks shading, but it's still very pretty and handles well. Overall pretty good
shmup. If you do update, put in some baked in lighting to give the levels a little more contrast and bam, amazing visuals. The
game is really, really fun, but the fatigue system is a little bit annoying at the beginning, cause takes less than 1 hour to end it up.

 If u relieve the fatigue system, it's a great game.. TL;DR
It's okay - there's not much to do after the 20 minutes it takes to complete the campaign, and the game is mechanically less
satisfying than Extreme Road Trip.

I was hoping this would play somewhat like Extreme Road Trip, but it lacks the variety of playing as different cars, and the
endless mode is completely pointless. The reasons being that it's impossible to die, it's still segmented into levels, your score is
reset after each level, the leaderboard doesn't function, and coins aren't used for anything. I'm still wondering why the tutorial
says to "collect coins to increase your budget."

The only goals in the game are to complete the 12 levels of the campaign, and to collect a souvenir from each. There's no
rewards for this, only score bonuses. You can also go for the (in-game only) achievements to extend your playtime for maybe
about an hour and a half, but then there's nothing left. This is a bit of a lazy port. It's not bad, but I can't recommend it either..
Lovely soundtrack! The fanbook was also nice, but I expected a bit more of it. Overall, I recommend getting this DLC because
of the soundtrack.. This game is different but I loved it!
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Was attacked by a raiding band of orcs. Lost. Started my quest for vegeance. Kissed an elf. Killed the orcs. Game over.

10/10 Would play again.. All these reviews and nobody mentioned the master detective in this game is Jonny Knoxville.. Very
fun game that's not too difficult, but challenging enough to keep you in planning mode. The only problem with this game is that
at 10 hours in, I've gotten all but the last 3 achievements. So there isn't a whole lot of gameplay here outside of playing the main
game a couple times. I can see myself playing a few more hours here and there, but I really wish there was a head to head mode
or something where you could play against a friend and have your two civilizations battle it out. But even if there isn't more
content coming out, this stands up as a rather fun game that is light on strategy and high on fun. 8/10.. i don't remember it
having terrible physics when i was 5. As of now, I do not recommend this game. The controls are just too clunky. It doesn't
register controls instantly, sometimes it doesn't register hops at all, the fire ability thing you have does not always get thrown
when you try to throw it, and you can only throw the fire in 3 directions, directly up, direclty down, or in a set position. I'm
going to keep on playing this game , and if I feel it deserves a positive review, I will change this one.

Definitely not worth $9.99. The main problem with the game is the unit selection and movement controls. Dragging the mouse
over multiple units does not do what it should do in all other RTS games ever.

The story and art style are good for an indie game, and the sound design is top-notch. The game's presentation is a lot like that of
the 2-D Command & Conquer games. But the unit selection does not work like C&C, it does not work like COH, it does not
work like Starcraft.. Umihara is the perfect waifu material.. Lets Say-10/666
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